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Abstract—Accurate and efficient eye gaze estimation is impor-
tant for emerging consumer electronic systems such as driver
monitoring systems and novel user interfaces. Such systems are
required to operate reliably in difficult, unconstrained environ-
ments with low power consumption and at minimal cost. In this
paper a new hardware friendly, convolutional neural network
model with minimal computational requirements is introduced
and assessed for efficient appearance-based gaze estimation.
The model is tested and compared against existing appearance
based CNN approaches, achieving better eye gaze accuracy with
significantly fewer computational requirements. A brief updated
literature review is also provided.
Index Terms—Eye gaze, Neural Networks, Deep Learning
I. INTRODUCTION
The potential of eye gaze tracking and gaze-based human
computer interactions in modern consumer devices is cur-
rently an active topic for exploration. Eye gaze has been
used to derive human behavioral cues, as an input modality
and for achieving immersive user experiences in virtual and
augmented reality systems. However, applications of gaze in
consumer devices operating in real world conditions face tough
challenges in terms of accuracy and reliability
A. Gaze Tracking in Consumer Devices
After decades of research on desktop-based gaze estimation
techniques, the focus has recently shifted to building eye gaze
applications for dynamic platforms such as driver monitoring
systems [1] and handheld devices [2]. For an automobile
driver, eye based cues such as levels of gaze variation, speed
of eyelid movements and eye closure can be indicative of
a driver’s cognitive state. These can be useful inputs for
intelligent vehicles to understand driver attentiveness levels,
lane change intent, and vehicle control in the presence of
obstacles to avoid accidents [3].
Handheld devices like smartphones and tablets form unique
platforms for gaze tracking applications wherein gaze may be
used as an input modality for device control, activating safety
features and novel UI designs [4]. The most challenging aspect
of these modern gaze applications includes operation under
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dynamic user conditions and unconstrained environments. Fur-
ther requirements for implementing a consumer-grade gaze-
tracking system include real-time high-accuracy operation,
minimal or no calibration, and robustness to user head move-
ments and varied lighting conditions. Therefore accurate and
reliable gaze tracking typically demands high quality cameras
and special equipment like narrow angle lenses, external
illumination, and stereo setups [5] for capturing eye region
features with sufficient details. As a result, gaze estimation
systems frequently become costly with complicated setups,
which are unsuitable for generic and consumer applications.
Therefore a major challenge of gaze based consumer elec-
tronics design involves maximizing system performance while
reducing costs and system complexities.
B. Deep Learning for Eye Gaze
In this paper, we introduce a calibration-free method for
appearance-based gaze estimation that is suitable for consumer
applications and low cost hardware with real time require-
ments, using a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
Convolutional Neural networks (CNNs) were popularized
by Lecun et al. [6], who used them successfully for hand-
written digit classification. These networks are inspired by the
organization of the visual cortex and allow spatial information
to be more efficiently learned. Convolutional Neural Networks
can be used on input with any number of dimensions, but due
to their success in pictures, are most popularly implemented
for 2D input plus color channels. Other popular types of
CNN’s include 1D CNNs, which are commonly used for time
series, and 3D CNNs, which can be used for volumetric data
or time series data where the third dimension represents either
spatial frames or temporal frames [7]. Although CNNs have
become ubiquitous for most computer vision tasks, they have
yet to become popular for eye gaze estimation.
C. Contributions of this Work
From the perspective of developing a deep learning model
for gaze estimation, the task can either be considered as a
regression task or a classification task. Although both are
useful, regression provides the greatest predictive flexibility
and thus this paper treats the eye gaze estimation task as a
regression problem with the goal of finding a gaze angle (φ,θ)
that corresponds with a low resolution eye image such as one
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2taken from a distance with a simple RGB webcam mounted
on a dashboard.
In this paper, a hardware optimized network is implemented
with demonstrated suitability for deployment on such con-
sumer devices in terms of memory requirements and speed.
This network achieves superior accuracy using a dual channel
input technique when compared to other state-of-the-art CNN-
based gaze tracking methods for unconstrained, low resolution
eye tracking.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section a review of conventional gaze tracking
techniques, studies on using low resolution data, and the
application of deep learning in gaze estimation are discussed.
The development and usage of important databases for gaze
research are also presented.
A. Contemporary Methods for Eye Gaze Estimation
Gaze-tracking algorithms can be broadly classified into two
types: model-based methods and appearance-based methods.
[8] Appearance-based methods operate directly on the eye
images.
Examples of model-based methods include 2D and 3D mod-
els that use NIR illumination to create corneal reflections and
track them with respect to the pupil center to estimate the gaze
vector. These require polynomial or geometric approximations
of the human eye to obtain the gaze direction or the point of
gaze. Appearance-based methods use eye region images to
extract content information such as local features, shape, and
texture of eye regions to estimate gaze direction. Some key
works in each of these classes of methods are summarized
below.
1) Measures of Accuracy for Eye Gaze Tracking Methods:
Contemporary research on gaze tracking measures accuracy
in a wide variety of ways [9]. For example, commonly used
measures include angular resolution in degrees [10], gaze
recognition rates in percentage [11], and shifts in number of
pixels or distance in cm/mm between gaze [12] and target lo-
cations. Unfortunately, these 4 methods are not correlated and
not inter-comparable. It is the view of the authors that angular
resolution is most reliable as it describes the performance of
an algorithm irrespective of other system variables like user
distance from tracker, pixel size of screen etc. Therefore, in
this work, the angular resolution in degrees is estimated and
used as the metric of accuracy for the proposed algorithm.
Results from this work are only directly compared to other
papers which express their performance in angles.
2) 2D Models: 2D models utilize polynomial transforma-
tion functions for mapping the gaze vector (vector between
pupil center and corneal glint) to corresponding gaze coor-
dinates on the screen. In [13], it is shown that calibration
targets and components of the mapping function are significant
in determining overall accuracy of a regression-based tracker.
Artificial Neural Network (ANN) based mapping methods are
presented in [14], [15], [16] . In [16] a three layer ANN
achieves better accuracy than regression-based approaches.
Methods that are robust to head pose are presented in [17]
and [18]. Multiple geometrical transformation based mapping
for handling variable user distances and head motion are
used in [17]. A highly accurate calibration-free algorithm
with tolerance for natural head movements is discussed in
[18] using a support vector machine (SVM). Another high
resolution, head-pose-invariant tracking method that does not
require geometric models is presented by [19]. The typical
accuracy of such models is between two and four degrees.
3) 3D Models: 3D model-based methods typically use a
geometrical model of the human eye to estimate the center of
the cornea, and the optical and visual axes of the eye. Gaze
coordinates are estimated as points of intersection of the visual
axes with the scene. These methods achieve high accuracy ( 1
degree) but require elaborate system setups and knowledge
about geometric relations between system components like
LEDs, monitors and cameras. [20] presents a mathematical
model to estimate the optical and visual axes of the users’ eyes
from the center of the pupil and glint, considering single and
multiple cameras and light sources. Methods achieving high
accuracy and head pose robustness are reported in [5], [21],
[22], [23] which require multiple cameras in their setup. [22]
also uses a dynamic head compensation model for updating the
mapping function to track gaze under natural head movement.
Calibration-free gaze estimation techniques are proposed by
[24], [25] in which cameras, light sources and a spherical
model of the cornea are used. Recent developments in 3D
gaze tracking include usage of depth sensors along with RGB
cameras such as proposed in [26]. In this, 3D gaze coordinates
can be tracked in real time with a Kinect device, which
provides 3D coordinates of eye features while eye parameters
like eyeball and pupil center are derived from user calibration.
The Kinect sensor is used in [27] for gaze estimation using
free head motion along with the iris center localization method
and geometric constraints-based eyeball center estimation.
4) Appearance-Based Methods: Appearance based meth-
ods utilize cropped eye images of a subject gazing at known
locations to generate gaze point coordinates. The eye images
are then used as training data for various machine learning
models. For example, in [28], coordinates of eye contours,
iris size, location, and pupil positions are estimated using an
Active Appearance Model (AAM) and then used as input
to a support vector machine (SVM) for gaze estimation. In
[12], texture features are obtained using Local-Binary-Pattern
(LBP) and used with an SVM along with space coordinates
of the eyes for head pose free gaze tracking. A comparative
evaluation of different classification methods, such as SVM,
neural networks, and k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN)s is presented
in [29] where Local Binary Patterns Histograms (LBPH) and
Principle Component Analysis (PCA) are used to extract eye
appearance features. The use of Haar features is reported
in [30], [31] for real time gaze tracking. In [32] a neural
network with a skin colour model to detect face and eye
regions is used. Head-pose tolerant tracking is achieved in [33]
using a neural network. Recently, appearance-based methods
implemented using deep learning (DL) and convolutional
neural network (CNN) approaches have gained momentum.
These are described in detail in section C.
3B. Gaze Estimation from Low Resolution Images
To facilitate gaze tracking in everyday settings, the use of
cheap, compact and easy-to-integrate webcams is commonly
preferred. Unfortunately, webcams offer low resolution im-
ages (typically 640x480 pixels) resulting in very poor gaze
estimation accuracy. Low resolution images have strong noise
effects [34], and distortions in the eye region contours and eye
features become indistinguishable under varying illumination
levels, user distance, and movements. Therefore, several ap-
proaches have been developed to achieve high gaze accuracy
from low quality images and are discussed in this subsection.
An early ANN approach was used to map gaze coordinates
to low quality cropped eye images in [33]. The ANN used back
propagation and 50 output units each for X and Y coordinate.
It was trained with 2000 image/gaze position pairs. A hybrid
approach is adopted in [35] in which the iris centres are
determined first using circular a Hough transform, followed by
refinement using a gradient-aware random sample consensus
(RANSAC) algorithm and ellipse fitting. Eye corners are
estimated using Gabor jets [36] and tracked using optical flow
with normalized cross-correlation. Finally, the point of gaze
(POG) is estimated from the iris center and eye corners using
regression. A similar method is proposed in [34], where the
problem arising due to the small size of cropped eye regions
from low resolution images is overcome using 2D bilinear
interpolation for reconstructing the eye image to a larger size
for accurate tracing of the corneal reflection vector.
In [37], multiple miniature low resolution cameras posi-
tioned around a head-mounted setup are used. The gaze-
mapping function is learned from multiple cameras using a
512 unit ANN, and trained on a large dataset of eye images.
In [38], the eyeball and its movement direction are detected
using a deformable angular integral search (DAISMI) method
followed by a Deformable template-based 2D gaze estimation
(DTBGE) algorithm used as a noise filter. [39] trains an
appearance model using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD)
and a set of eye region images expanded artificially by adding
positioning errors. Then a third order tensor is estimated from
the training images as the gaze direction and positioning
vectors of these images. The SVD is trained and tested by
extracting the gaze vector from the test images and comparing
with that obtained from the training images.
C. Eye Gaze Estimation Using CNN’s
Deep learning (DL) techniques have been successfully used
in challenging conditions such as those with variable illu-
mination, unconstrained backgrounds and free head motion.
For example, [40] describes a calibration-free real-time CNN-
based framework for gaze classification. Two CNNs, for the
left and right eyes, are then trained independently to classify
the gaze in seven directions. In [41], CNN-based gaze tracker
for Augmented and Virtual reality devices achieves foveated
rendering and gaze-contingent focus. The deep learning model
is built to be robust to variations like skin and eye colour,
illumination and occlusion. In [42], deep features are obtained
from eye images using multi-scale convolutions and pooling
for predicting gaze direction. This method uses minimized
cross-entropy loss, coupled with Random Forest regression as
a clustering algorithm. It classifies areas on a device screen
according to gaze locations, and operates under natural illu-
mination and head poses. [43] describes a novel, appearance-
based gaze estimation method in which a CNN utilizes the full
face image as input with spatial weights on the feature maps
to suppress or enhance information in different facial regions.
It achieves high accuracy and robust performance under varied
illumination and extreme head poses. [44] achieves free head
pose, 3D gaze tracking using two separate head pose and
eye movement models with two CNNs, connected via a gaze
transform layer. Finally, in [45] a CNN is built to learn the
mapping between 2D head angle, eye image and gaze angle
(output) using a small Lenet-inspired CNN. For testing, an
extensive database is built with more than 200,000 images
under variable illumination levels and eye appearances. This
database (called MPII Gaze) is also used in this work and its
further details are provided in the next section.
Several of the CNN-based works are specifically targeted
towards gaze tracking in consumer/handheld devices such as
[46], [47]. In [46], a CNN-based real time, calibration-free
gaze estimation algorithm is presented. It is trained using a
large and diverse dataset of eye images taken under variable
lighting, head pose, and backgrounds captured from users
through a smartphone app. Inputs to their CNN model include
eye and face images. The location of the faces in the images
are obtained through a face grid, which is used to infer
relative eye and head poses. [47] presents a calibration-free
method using Deep Belief Networks which classifiy gaze into
a grid of nine gaze locations under various head-poses and
viewing directions. In [48], a nine directional CNN-based gaze
classifier is developed for a screen typing application, robust
to false detections, blinks, and saccades (rapid, abrupt changes
in fixation).
An overview of selected deep learning methods for gaze
estimation can be seen in table I.
D. Related Work Utilizing the MPII Gaze Dataset
The MPII Gaze dataset[45] is large and challenging, con-
taining images collected under a wide range of realistic
scenarios, such as varied illumination levels, eye appearances
and head poses. Use of MPII gaze dataset for training and
testing gaze estimation algorithms can be found in their own
paper [45], as also in [43], [49], [57], [58]. [45], which
introduces the MPII Gaze dataset, uses a multimodal CNN
for gaze estimation and reports a cross dataset test accuracy
of 6 degrees. [43] uses full face (instead of eye only and multi-
region) images with a CNN and achieves a person independent
accuracy of 4.8 degrees on MPII Gaze while being robust to
illumination variations and extreme head poses. In [49], gaze
location over a block of screen area is tracked using a CNN,
and the cross-subject performance is tested with MPII Gaze
and that authors’ own dataset. On MPII Gaze, the classification
accuracy is poor (75.6%) compared to that on authors’ dataset
(92.5%). A Deep Regression Bayesian Network described in
[58] achieves an accuracy of 7.1 degrees when tested on this
dataset. In [59], [60], [61], the MPII Gaze dataset is used for
4TABLE I
SELECTED CNN MODELS FOR EYE GAZE ESTIMATION
Citation Dataset used Network model used Image
Resolu-
tion
Accuracy Special features
[41] CAVE and Own dataset
(cropped images of the
eye and their respective
gaze pixel coordinates)
LeNet (two convolutional layers and two
pooling layers followed by a fully con-
nected layer at the end). 21 classes for
CAVE , 1829 classes for captured dataset.
28x28 6.7 degrees tested on CAVE
as well as own collected
dataset
Near eye
tracking,
operating under
lighting changes
and occlusions
[43] MPII Gaze, UT Multiview AlexNet. five convolutional layers, two
fully connected layers. Additional linear re-
gression layer on top of last fully connected
layer.
448 x
448 (full
face)
4.8 degrees on MPII Gaze,
6 degrees on UT dataset.
Person-independent evalua-
tion
Tolerates various
illumination,
gaze direction,
[42] Own dataset with 107,681
images under different
lighting, head movement,
glasses.
Three convolutional layers with max- pool-
ing layer, one single max-pooling layer,
one hidden layer and one soft-max layer
40x70 5-7 degrees within dataset
evaluation, but training and
test set have different gaze
angles.
Works under nat-
ural light with
free head motion
[44] Own dataset 200-subjects
different head poses, eye-
ball movements, lighting
conditions, glasses, occlu-
sions, reflections.
AlexNet, BN-Inception network. Two
CNNs to model head pose and eyeball
motion. A gaze transform layer to
aggregate them into gaze prediction
62x62 4.3 degrees cross subject
evaluation
Allows free head
motion
[45] MPII Gaze, Eyediap, UT
Multiview
LeNet architecture. A linear regression
layer trained on top of fully connected
layer. Multimodal CNN model to use eye
image and head pose information
60x36 ∼6 degrees Cross Dataset
Evaluation
Variable
appearance,
illumination,
head pose
[46] Gaze Capture dataset AlexNet + SVR 80x80 2.58cm (within dataset eval-
uation)
Tolerant pose,
appearance, and
lighting
[49] Own dataset. 56 groups
of eye videos, 181440 eye
images from 22 subjects
3 convolutional layers followed by max-
pooling layers, 2 fully connected and a
soft-max layer for classification. 6 & 54
classes
40x72 6.375 deg, 69.3% Cross
dataset evaluation
—-
comparing synthetic datasets and facial models. [59] presents
a method for synthesizing a large set of variable eye region
images with a generative 3D eye region model. Then a gaze
estimation method using the k-Nearest-Neighbour algorithm)
is tested on the synthetic data and the MPII Gaze dataset to
achieve an accuracy of 9.95 and 9.58 degrees respectively.
Another method for synthetic, labelled photo-realistic eye
region image creation is described in [60] using head scan
geometry. The generated dataset, along with MPII gaze, is
used to test and compare the accuracy of a CNN based gaze
estimation method. In [61], a facial behaviour analysis tool
is developed that is capable of tracking gaze vectors using
a Conditional Local Neural Fields (CLNF) framework by
detecting eye region features like eyelids, irises and pupils.
The tool is tested on MPII Gaze to achieve 9.96 degrees
of accuracy in gaze estimation. In [62] a semi-supervised
learning method is developed for improving the realism of
simulated data and used to create refined training images for
gaze estimation using CNNs. The CNNs are then tested on the
MPII gaze dataset to achieve an error of 7.8 degrees. Apart
from the above, the MPII dataset has been used for training a
CNN for gaze estimation coupled with gaze target discovery in
[63] and a cascaded-regressor-based eye center detector [64].
III. IMAGE AND VIDEO DATASETS FOR LOW RESOLUTION
AND UNCONSTRAINED GAZE ESTIMATION
A survey of relevant publicly available gaze databases is
summarized in Table II. In this survey, only the databases built
for training and testing gaze estimation algorithms are listed,
while other gaze databases, e.g. for studying saliency models,
are not included as they are out of scope for this work.
IV. METHODS
The CNN-based gaze estimation methods in this work were
evaluated on NVIDIA 1080 TI GPUs using python 2.7 and
caffe 1.0 with accuracy and euclidean loss layers modified to
calculate angle difference in radians. Person-exclusive, leave-
one-out cross-validation was used in all experiments.
In eye gaze tracking literature it is common to use the
word “accuracy” and “error” interchangeably and this can
sometimes cause confusion to the reader. For this reason we
use the word “error” in any case where the meaning could be
unclear. All angles are reported in degrees. In this paper, error
was determined as the average euclidean distance between
the ground truth and predicted angles on the left-out, person-
exclusive test set.
Multiple deep neural networks were compared for eye gaze
estimation using deep neural networks. The publicly available
MPII Gaze dataset was used for all experiments except for the
first where the UT Multiview dataset is also used.
A. MPII Gaze Dataset Details
The MPII gaze dataset is a large collection of 213659 im-
ages captured under unconstrained conditions from 15 subjects
over several days. The images are collected under multiple
illumination conditions. Some of the subjects wear spectacles
and some do not. The images were captured at various gaze
5TABLE II
PUBLICLY AVAILABLE DATASETS FOR GAZE ESTIMATION
Name Per-sons Items Conditions Resolution Purpose
MPII Gaze
[45] 15 213,659 images.
Software running on subjects’ laptops ask
participants to look at a random 20 on-screen
positions and confirm
unknown Appearance-based gaze estimationin the wild.
UT
Multiview
[50]
50 64000 eyeimages
160 gaze directions per person were acquired
using 8 cameras (views)
SXGA
resolution
(1280x1024)
Training and test data for
appearance-based gaze estimation
methods.
EYEDIAP
[51] 16 94 sessions
Diversity of participants, head poses, gaze
targets and sensing conditions. Screen or 3D
objects. Data collection with Kinect for RGB
and depth video streams
640x480 at
30 fps
Training and evaluation of gaze
estimation approaches with
robustness to pose, person.
Gaze Capture
[46] 1474 2445504 images
Data captured with iphone/ipad using app.
Large variation in pose, appearance, lighting.
Variation in relative distance and orientation of
the mobile device
unknown
Training CNNs for high accuracy
calibration-free eye tracking on
handheld devices under variable
conditions.
TabletGaze
[52] 51 100000 images
Video sequences recorded with tablet
front-facing camera while subjects look at a
dot on tablet screen. Unrestricted subject
motion, each subject performed 4 body
postures: standing, sitting, slouching, and lying.
1280x720
Mobile gaze dataset for studying
unconstrained mobile gaze
estimation
Weiden-
bacher
[53]
20 2220 images
Manual landmarks on pupils, eye corners, nose
tip, mouth corners. Horizontal head rotations (0
to 90 in steps of 10 ), vertical head poses 0,
30, and 60 azimuth (-20, +20) elevation. For
each head pose, nine different gaze conditions
1600x1200
Evaluating computational methods
for head pose and eye gaze
estimation
McMurrough
[54] 20 120 sessions
Videos recorded eye motion as subjects look
at, or follow a set of predefined points on a
computer screen. Head position in 3D captured
using a Vicon Motion Tracking System
768x480
pixels at a
frame rate
of 29.97
Hz
To be used as a benchmark for
Point of Gaze (PoG) detection
algorithms
OMEG [55] 50 40000 images
Eye images captured under multiple head
poses, three fixed poses, 0 and 30 degree , and
a free pose style.
1280 x
1024
Evaluating and comparing gaze
tracking algorithms
HPEG [56] 10 20 videos
Subject faces camera frontally, free to move,
background covers a big part of the image,
with intense human action.
1280x960
pixels, 30
fps
Head pose and gaze estimation
algorithm testing
angles, recorded by software running on the participant’s
laptops. In each session, the subjects were asked to look at
random sequences of 20 onscreen positions and to confirm
their attentiveness, the subjects were asked to press the space
bar once the onscreen target was disappearing.
The dataset contains eye and head features and target (gaze
angle) values for every participant. To use MPII Gaze, the
authors suggest mapping their reported vector to angles using
a Rodrigious transformation, and this has been done for all
reported experiments.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
In this section, multiple experiments are described to pro-
vide insight on 4 primary research questions. These are tested
on multiple CNN architectures and are discussed in this
section. One of the first research goals was to achieve state of
the art test error on a network that could perform inference
within 3-15 ms on a typical single proprietary low power
consumer embedded device.
The specific research questions are:
1) How does an architecture that uses both eyes compare
to one that uses one eye in terms of accuracy?
2) How does simulated camera distance impact eye gaze
accuracy for the proposed model?
3) Can augmentation be used to reduce any negative im-
pacts?
4) Can the proposed hardware-friendly architecture per-
form with sufficient accuracy and speed?
First, the intra-dataset, person-exclusive experiments from [45]
were duplicated. The same procedure to estimate accuracy
was used except the altered accuracy layers were modified
to eliminate NaNs by replacing undefined values of the arc
cosine function with the largest or smallest valid values as
appropriate.
A. Approach 1: Analysis of Eye Flipping
In [45], one network is used for both eyes and one of the
eyes is flipped so that the gaze angle is roughly correct. An
experiment was designed to see if this flipping had an impact
on model accuracy. Six experiments were performed using the
UT and MPII-Gaze datasets to see if training on both eyes or
just one eye impacted accuracy. By doing experiments with
combined and non combined datasets, it was also possible
to determine if they had similar distributions, and thus, if
combining the two would be helpful for future experiments.
As shown in table III, the method of individually classifying
eye images and simply adjusting the right eye and angles as
used in [45] is a limiting factor in accuracy for that method. In
both datasets, the performance was increased exclusively using
6TABLE III
RESULTS OF APPROACH 1
Training set Error
MPII Left eye only 5.9 degrees
MPII+UT Left eye only 5.6 degrees
MPII Both eyes 7.4 degrees
MPII+UT Both eyes 6.5 degrees
MPII Right eye only 5.3 degrees
MPII+UT Right eye only 6.1 degrees
left eyes or right eyes. This suggests that simply flipping the
eye as suggested by [45] may be a source of error in their
model.
These results also indicated that the distribution of MPII
Gaze and UT-Multiview are sufficiently different that combin-
ing the two for training gives no or very little improvement.
Because of this, it was decided to use only MPII Gaze for the
remaining experiments in this section as UT-Multiview had no
significant influence on error.
B. A New Approach: Dual Eye Channels
Given the problems identified in the previous subsection
with flipping one of the eyes, and not wanting to use two
different networks for reasons of efficiency, a new approach
involving using both the left and right eyes in separate input
channels was investigated. Specifically, the left eye and right
eye images are passed to the network in channels 0 and 1
respectively, and the gaze and pose information are averaged
between the left and right eye images to create a single gaze
and pose vector. Due to the results in the previous section,
which indicated that data from UT did not significantly impact
the results, only the MPII-Gaze dataset was used.
This modified, two channel architecture resulted in a sig-
nificant increase in accuracy, averaging 4.63 degrees of error
between the target and predicted values on unseen individuals.
A diagram of this network can be seen in Figure 1.
Fig. 1. Diagram of hardware CNN for initial eye gaze estimation tasks,
heavily based on network from [45]
C. Can We Reduce the Number of Parameters?
Deep neural networks can often be made more efficient by
reducing the number of parameters but this can sometimes
come at the cost of accuracy. To see if reducing the number
of parameters was possible without harming accuracy, an
TABLE IV
RESULT OF DISTANCE SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
Resolution Error
60 x 36 4.63 degrees
52 x 31 9.90 degrees
26 x 16 10.10 degrees
experiment was performed to halve the size of all output
parameters. This experiment was not allowed to run for the
full duration because the exact angle accuracy did not matter,
only evidence that the network complexity could be reduced
to a point where it would be small enough if necessary. This
resulted in an average error of 4.980% on an unseen individual
from the MPII Gaze dataset and indicates that reducing the
number of parameters had little impact on accuracy.
D. Multi Resolution Experiments
Eye gaze systems in consumer devices must be able to
maintain accuracy at a large range of distances. Although
MPII Gaze has some variability in distance from the camera,
the distances are not realistic for the conditions expected in,
for example, a driver monitoring system or a distant cell
phone camera. Specifically, it was desired to accommodate
realistic distances between the camera and the subject in
situations that would be typical in commercial eye trackers
that utilize low cost, low resolution cameras. To simulate the
loss of information caused by distance, down-sampling was
performed on the eye images in MPII-Gaze as follows:
• Input image 60 x 36 ->Downscale to 52 x 31 ->Upscale
to 60 x 36 ->CNN Eye gaze angle
• Item Input image 60 x 36 ->Downscale to 26 x 16 -
>Upscale to 60 x 36 ->CNN Eye gaze angle.
As can be seen in table IV, the network learned a narrow
range of distances, and performance deteriorates when the
subject is further from the camera than those in the training
set. As a sanity check, an experiment was done to see if
the Downscaling algorithm was at fault for the poor results,
so in addition to nearest, we also tried bicubic, linear, and
LANCZOS from using OpenCV. The experiment showed that
the downscaling algorithm used had no influence on the
results.
This demonstrates that the model is sensitive to changes in
distance. In the next section, an experiment is performed to
see if data augmentation can be used to improve upon this.
E. Impact of Random Resizing as Augmentation
Data augmentation has been shown in many studies to have
a large impact on model performance.
To further improve accuracy, the dataset was augmented
with multiple randomly chosen resolutions to match the full
range of desired distances. To help reduce the chance that the
network would learn the specific interpolation method used,
Nearest is used in the training set, but Lanczos filtering is used
in the testing set.
• Original resolution: 4.918 degrees error
• 60 x 36 ->52 x 31 ->60 x 36 : 4.94 degrees error
7TABLE V
ERROR OF PROPOSED MODEL FOR VARIOUS RESOLUTIONS (DEGREES)
Resolutions 36 x 60 31 x 52 26 x 16
Best 3.650 4.1690 4.240
Second best 4.100 4.324 4.366
Benchmark 4.917 4.940 4.970
TABLE VI
COMPARISON OF PROPOSED MODEL WITH OTHER PUBLISHED WORKS ON
THE MPII-GAZE DATABASE
Citation Error (degrees)
[61] 9.96
[59] 9.58
[62] 7.8
[58] 7.1
[45] 6
[43] 4.8
Proposed 3.64
• 60 x 36 ->26 x 16 ->60 x 36: 4.97 degrees error
These results indicate that augmenting the images with
distances that are likely to be encountered in real world usage
situations is an effective way to increase accuracy and succeeds
in achieving some invariance to subject distance.
F. A Quest for Hardware Efficiency and Even Better Accuracy
It was shown in [65] that two stacked layers of 3x3 convo-
lutions has the same receptive field as a single 5x5 layer, with
fewer multiplications. Due to this, one of the requirements
was that kernel sizes be 3x3, this required retraining and
slight redesign of the network. Several experiments involving
architectures with stacked 3x3 kernels were performed using
different parameters. The best two architectures were further
evaluated, and the best models from each of them were chosen
and evaluated on multiple resolutions as shown in table V. A
diagram of the final architecture used can be seen in figure 2,
and a comparison with other published works can be seen in
table VI.
Fig. 2. Diagram of hardware optimized CNN for eye gaze estimation
corresponding to the accuracies in table V.
VI. CONCLUSION
Our results show that using information from both eyes in
the neural network can increase accuracy. This is demonstrated
in section V, where adding additional eye information from
the opposite eye enabled improved results over individual
eyes, helping the network make sense of low quality images
with ambiguous gaze. As expected, in all cases, the deeper
network had the best performance. This research demonstrated
the sensitivity of such models to variations in distance and
how data augmentation can be used to overcome this. Most
importantly, a new compact hardware-friendly architecture
designed for use in small consumer electronics has been
introduced and evaluated on the eye gaze task.
When evaluated on MPII Gaze, the proposed model per-
forms favorably (see table VI even when compared with much
larger networks in the literature.
Since augmentation resulted in a significant improvement in
accuracy, it may be fruitful to try other types of augmentation
such as Generative Adversarial Networks (GANS) with land-
marks, [66] and Smart Augmentation (SA) [67] in future work.
This will either require modifying such methods to work on
regression problems or translating the eye gaze problem into
a classification task for the purpose of generating augmented
data[68] and then back to a regression task. Additionally, there
are plans to investigate whether temporal information[69] can
be used to further increase the accuracy without sacrificing
the need for performance as it has been shown to increase
performance in DMS systems.
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